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Abstract—Reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) devices have
emerged as an effective way to control the propagation channels
for enhancing the end-users’ performance. However, RIS opti-
mization involves configuring the radio frequency response of a
large number of radiating elements, which is challenging in real-
world applications due to high computational complexity. In this
paper, a model-free cross-entropy (CE) algorithm is proposed to
optimize the binary RIS configuration for improving the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver. One key advantage of the
proposed method is that it only requires system performance
indicators, e.g., the received SNR, without the need for channel
models or channel state information. Both simulations and
experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the
proposed CE algorithm. This study provides an experimental
demonstration of the channel hardening effect in a multi-antenna
RIS-assisted wireless system under rich multipath fading.

Index Terms—Reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS), Phase
shifts optimization, Cross-entropy algorithm, Channel hardening.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RISs), with the potential

to implement smart radio environments, have emerged as an

energy-efficient and cost-effective technology to create a de-

sirable propagation channel between the transceivers by phase

shifts of imping signals [1]. Compared to the conventional

diagonal RIS design, the novel beyond diagonal RIS structure

increases the flexibility of the RIS phase shifts and enhances

the channel gain accordingly [2] [3]. However, the phase shifts

optimization is a challenging problem due to a large number

of discrete variables being optimized. Many researchers have

made efforts on such optimizations for RIS-aided wireless

communications. A genetic algorithm was proposed in [4] to

optimize the phase shifts of RIS in massive multiple-input-

multiple-output (MIMO) system, but it requires statistical

channel state information (CSI) estimation [5]. A Monte-

Carlo (MC) based random energy passive beamforming was

proposed for RIS-assisted wireless power transfer systems [6],
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and this method can be implemented without CSI. Addition-

ally, other MC sampling based algorithms, such as simulated

annealing (SA) [7] and Metropolis–Hastings (MH) [8], are

also capable to solve such RIS optimization problem. The

aforementioned state-of-the-art works provided only numerical

simulations but not experimental evaluations. Some works

made efforts on experimental evaluations of the RIS optimiza-

tion in wireless communications, e.g., multiple links in indoor

environment [9] and millimeter wave beamforming [10].

In the Massive MIMO scenario, the essence of the channel

hardening is that the channel variations reduce as more an-

tennas are added [11]. The state-of-the-art works focus on the

numerical studies about the channel hardening in RIS-aided

communications such as in Rayleigh fading model [12] and

under large intelligent surface scenario [13]. However, to the

authors’ best knowledge, existing works have not provided

their experimental validations of the channel hardening effect

in the RIS-assisted communications [14]. The main contribu-

tions of this work are summarized as follows:

• A cross-entropy (CE) algorithm is proposed to optimize

the RIS configuration for SNR enhancement. It is a

model-free algorithm that can be applied to arbitrary use

cases and scenarios. Additionally, it only requires the

received SNR as performance feedback and does not need

channel model or CSI.

• In addition to numerical simulations, experimental eval-

uations are performed for the proposed CE algorithm in

a RIS-aided communication system operating within an

electromagnetic reverberation chamber (RC) that emu-

lates rich multipath fading [15].

• In contrast to the channel hardening studied by numerical

simulations in the literature, this work provides experi-

mental validations of the channel hardening effect in the

RIS-assisted communication system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

introduces the system model and problem formulation of a

RIS-aided communication system. The proposed model-free

CE algorithm for the RIS phase shifts optimization is presented

in Section III. Section IV introduces both the simulation and

the experiment settings, followed by the corresponding results

in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A RIS-assisted communication system is considered as il-

lustrated in Fig. 1, where the RIS is equipped with N reflective

elements located between the base station (BS) with a MIMO

M -antenna array and the single-antenna user equipment (UE).

http://arxiv.org/abs/2302.10561v2


Fig. 1: An illustration of the RIS-assisted communication system with N =

152 elements. The RIS elements are dipoles which cause omnidirectional
scattering, and the metallic cavity whose symmetry is broken by the stirrer
supports rich multipath fading. With a strong line of sight (LOS), the fading
channel gain is expected to be Ricean distribution.

Let hbu ∈ CM×1, hru ∈ CN×1 and Hbr ∈ CM×N denote

the channels between BS-UE, RIS-UE and BS-RIS, respec-

tively. RIS reflection coefficients are denoted as the diagonal

matrix Φ ∈ CN×N , whose element Φnn = ejφn , ∀n =
1, . . . , N . Let x = {xn}Nn=1 denote the phase shifts of N
RIS elements, where xn denotes the binary phase shift of the

n-th element, xn = 0 and xn = 1 represent a 0 and a π phase

shift, i.e., φn = 0 and φn = π, respectively. Therefore the

channel h for the RIS-aided link between the BS and the UE

can be formulated as follows:

h(x) = hbu +HbrΦ(x)hru, (1)

where correlated Ricean channels are considered for hbu and

hru as follows:

hi =
√

βi

(√

κi

1 + κi
ai +

√

1

1 + κi
R

1

2

i ui

)

, i ∈ {bu, ru},

(2)

where βi is the path gain, κi is the Ricean K-factor, ai is the

topology specific steering vectors, ui ∼ CN (0, I), and Ri,

i ∈ {bu, ru}, is the correlation matrix given in [16]:

(Rbu)vw = ρ
dvw/db

bu ,

(Rru)vw = sinc(2dvw) with sinc(2dr) = ρru,
(3)

where dvw denotes the distance between the v-th and the w-

th antenna/element at the BS/RIS. db and dr denote the BS

antenna and RIS element spacing, respectively. ρbu and ρru

denote the nearest neighbour BS antenna and RIS element

correlations, respectively, and 0 ≤ ρbu ≤ 1, 0 ≤ |ρru| ≤ 1.

A rank-1 LOS condition is considered between BS and RIS

channel Hbr as follows:

Hbr =
√

βbraba
H
r , (4)

where βbr is the path gain between the BS and the RIS, ab and

ar are the steering vectors at the BS and the RIS, respectively.

The received signal y at the UE is given as follows:

y(x) = h(x)s+ n, (5)

where s is the transmitted signal with power Q and the noise

vector n ∼ CN
(

0, σ2I
)

.

Let h(x) = [h1(x), . . . , hM (x)]T , where hm(x) denotes

the channel between the m-th antenna at the BS and the UE

with the RIS configuration x, and m = 1, . . . ,M . The signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) of the UE denoted by ξ is written as

ξ(x) =
|
∑M

m=1 hm(x)|2Q

σ2
. (6)

The objective of the RIS optimization problem is to max-

imize the SNR of the UE by optimizing the phase shifts of

the RIS elements. This problem involving N integers is non-

convex, hence challenging to obtain the solution, especially

when N is large. It can be formulated as

max
x

ξ(x), subject to xn ∈ {0, 1}, n = 1, . . . , N , (7)

Given that the received SNR is nearly proportional to N2

when N is large, and that the ratio between the variance and

the mean squared SNR approximately follows the 1/N scaling

[12], SNR optimization may also enhance channel hardening.

III. CROSS-ENTROPY ALGORITHM FOR PHASE SHIFTS

OPTIMIZATION IN RIS-AIDED COMMUNICATION

This work aims at optimizing a large number of discrete

phase shifts in a moderate time complexity and evaluating its

performance experimentally. The CE-based methods have been

successfully applied to solve such discrete optimization prob-

lems in wireless communications, e.g., joint antenna selection

[17]. Hence, the CE algorithm is considered to solve this

RIS optimization challenge for the SNR improvement, which

mainly depends on the Kullback-Leibler cross-entropy and the

importance sampling in an iterative manner, each iteration

includes four key phases: 1) generate a large number of

random samples representing RIS configuration according to a

specified probability distribution; 2) configure each sample to

RIS and collect the corresponding performance, e.g., received

SNR, in the absence of CSI; 3) sort the samples in descending

order with respect to the performance indicator; and 4) update

the distribution based on the top samples to generate better

samples in the next iteration. The detailed CE algorithm for

the binary RIS optimization is given in Algorithm 1. To save

time, if the CE algorithm has not yet converged to a binary

vector at the end of the specified iterations, it will be enforced

to be binary based on the probabilities as described in Step 5.

Algorithm 1 presents a case of binary phase shifts due to the

property of the RIS devices used for experiments. However,

it can be simply extended to multi-phase scenarios. Let C
denote the number of phase shifts. For C > 2, the probability

distribution Pt will be a C ×N matrix with P t
cn denoting the

probability that the n-th RIS element to be the c-th phase at

the t-th iteration. Since each element must be associated with

only one of the phase shifts, the random samples may not meet

this constraint where a projection strategy [17] is required to

guarantee the feasibility of the random samples. Other steps

for the multi-phase scenario will be the same as Algorithm 1.

Compared to the optimal solutions, the proposed CE algo-

rithm reduces the computational complexity while achieving

sub-optimal performance. With larger T and K , the perfor-

mance can be further enhanced but it will consume more

time. Overall, it is a trade-off between performance and time



Algorithm 1: CE Algorithm for RIS Optimization.

Step 1: Initialize the Bernoulli probability vector P0 = {P 0
n}

N
n=1 with

P 0
n = 0.5, where P 0

n denotes the initial probability of the n-th RIS
element to be one. Set the total number of iterations as T and the
iteration index t = 1.
Step 2: Randomly generate K samples {xj}Kj=1 according to Bernoulli

distribution with probability P(t−1) , where x
j = {xj

n}
N
n=1, and x

j
n

denotes the binary phase shift of the n-th element of the j-th sample.
Step 3: Commit each RIS configuration and collect the corresponding
performance indicator, e.g., received SNR.

for j = 1 : K do

- Commit xj as RIS configuration.
- Record the received SNR as ξj .

end for

Step 4: Sort {xj}Kj=1 in a descending order as {xσj }Kσj=1 w.r.t. ξj .

Step 5: Select the best J = ⌈ϕK⌉ samples from {xσj }Kσj=1, where

ϕ denotes the quantile, e.g., ϕ = 0.1, and then update the probability

vector Pt with P t
n =

∑J
σj=1

x
σj
n

J
, n = 1, . . . , N .

if Pt converges to a binary vector then
Break

else if t = T then

Post-process Pt to be a binary vector with P t
n = 1

if P t
n > 0.5, otherwise P t

n = 0, n = 1, . . . , N .
else

Set t = t+ 1 and go to Step 2.
end if

Step 6: Return Pt as the optimized RIS configuration x
∗ .

complexity. However, this work mainly focuses on the exper-

imental evaluation of the proposed algorithm. Therefore, an

SNR improvement is favorable instead of the global optimum.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT SETTINGS

A. Simulation Settings

Note that the proposed CE algorithm for RIS optimization is

model-free, which is not limited to any specific channel model.

The channel model introduced in Section II and its parameters

[16] given in Table I are adopted only for simulation purpose.

TABLE I: Main system parameters for simulations.

Parameters Values Parameters Values

βbu -81.7077 dB κbu / κru 1

βru -67.0360 dB ρbu / ρru 1

βbr -34.1514 dB σ2 -65 dBm

The vertical uniform rectangular array in the y-z plane is

considered for the steering vectors ai as follows [18]:

ai = ai,y ⊗ ai,z , i ∈ {bu, ru, b, r}, (8)

where ⊗ is the Kronecker product operation. Specifically,

ai,y =
[

1, ej2πλi sin θi sinωi , . . . , ej2πλi(Ki,y−1) sin θi sinωi

]

,

ai,z =
[

1, ej2πλi cos θi , . . . , ej2πλi(Ki,y−1) cos θi
]

,

(9)

and Ki,y and Ki,z denotes the number of antenna in the y

and z axis, respectively, where Ki,yKi,z = Ki and Ki = M
for i ∈ {bu, b} and Ki = N for i = {ru, r}. θi and ωi

are elevation/azimuth angles of arrival or angles of departure.

λi is the wavelength, where λbu = λb = 0.5 and λru = λr

satisfying sinc(2λr) = dr, with the nearest neighbour RIS

element correlation 0 ≤ |dr| ≤ 1. The following parameters are

used throughout the simulations: θb = 109.9◦, ωb = −29.9◦,

θr = 77.1◦, ωr = 19.95◦, θbu = 80.94◦, ωbu = −64.35◦,

θru = 71.95◦, ωru = 25.1◦ [16].

B. Experiment Setup

All experiments are conducted in the static RC which

provides a multipath fading environment as shown in Fig.

1. The benefit of testing the RISs in RC, not in free-space,

is that the backscattering from the cavities changes the EM

reflective response of the RISs themselves, hence the model-

free optimization works as if the RISs operate in arbitrary

indoor environments. The BS and the UE are modeled and im-

plemented by the Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP)

X310 devices. Main parameters used for USRP are listed

in Table II. RIS devices from Greenerwave are used in the

experiments, and each RIS device has N0 = 76 configurable

elements. Detailed introduction about RIS is given in [14]. The

proposed algorithm is executed on a laptop at the receiver side

which connects to RIS devices via USB cables to control them.

TABLE II: Main parameters of the transceiver (USRP).

Parameters Values

Center Frequency 5 GHz

Master Clock Rate 200 MHz

Interpolation / Decimation Factor 100

Tx Gain 10 dB

Rx Gain 10 dB

V. NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section provides both numerical and experimental eval-

uations for the proposed CE algorithm in RIS-aided wireless

networks. Unless otherwise stated, for both simulations and

experiments, M = 2, N = 152, T = 15, K = 100, ϕ = 0.1
and the transmit gain of 10 dB are adopted for performance

evaluations, and the average SNR is given by 1000 collected

SNR values in the following results. The proposed CE algo-

rithm is compared with the following benchmarks:

• SA [7]: This method mainly relies on the MC sampling,

where the initial temperature and the final temperature

are set to be 100 and 10−8, respectively, and the cooling

rate is set to be 0.995.

• MH [8]: In addition to the MC random sampling, this

method adopts an acceptance ratio between the SNRs

achieved by the new sample and the current sample to

decide whether to accept or reject the new candidate.

• Conditional Sample Mean (CSM) [19]: This method

depends on the average performance of a large number

of random samples conditioned on each phase shift of

each RIS element.

• Without RIS: This scenario acts as a lower bound.

For fair comparisons, the CE algorithm that has T iterations

with K random samples per iteration is equivalent to the

benchmarks with TK samples, and they are uniformly called

T iterations in the following sections.

Note that the simulations are performed based on the Ricean

channel model introduced in Section IV-A. For experiments,

the channel in the RC is a general Ricean channel emulating

the scenario in simulations.



A. Case Study on Iterations

The performance of the proposed CE algorithm and the

benchmarks is studied on different numbers of iterations as

illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Performance on different numbers of iterations.

For the simulations shown in Fig. 2a, the average SNR

is only -1.9 dB without RIS. The proposed CE algorithm

increases the SNR to around 16 dB, which outperforms the

MH, the SA and the CSM benchmarks when the CE converges

(from 10 iterations). From experiment results shown in Fig.

2b, the average SNR is only 4.8 dB without RIS, while the

CE algorithm enhances the SNR to nearly 12 dB, which

indicates superior SNR improvement than the benchmarks.

The difference in channel models between the simulations

and the experiments in the RC will result in performance

differences in the early iterations, which can be observed in

Fig. 2. Both simulation and experiment outcomes demonstrate

that the proposed CE algorithm brings a better quality of

service for the end-user.
B. Channel Hardening

Channel hardening involves changing the number of RIS

elements. However, practical RIS devices do not allow to

configure only parts of elements due to hardware limitations.

In the experiment, N∗ = ⌈N/N0⌉ RIS devices are used, and

if N < N0N
∗, then N0N

∗ − N RIS elements will be set to

be zeros in order to imitate that N elements are optimized.

The channel hardening performance of the proposed CE

algorithm is compared against the benchmarks as shown in

Fig. 3, where the results are given by the average SNR (solid

lines), 10% and 90% quantiles of 1000 collected SNRs (dashed

lines) for measuring the channel hardening effects.

Fig. 3 validates that the average SNRs of all algorithms

improve with an increasing number of RIS elements. The

proposed CE method outperforms the benchmarks in terms of

both SNR improvement and channel hardening, and it shows
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Fig. 3: Performance on channel hardening.

greater advantages than the benchmarks with growing num-

bers of RIS elements. Additionally, the practical experiments

achieve stronger channel hardening than the simulations.

In Fig. 3a, a curve of N2 is also given, which demonstrates

that the CE algorithm achieves a similar trend as indicated by

the square law expectation [12] between the SNR and the N2.

Despite the fact that the SNR improvements in the experiments

in Fig. 3b slightly deviate from the square law due to the

potential influence of imperfect RIS element deactivation,

the CE approach leads to significant SNR enhancement and

channel hardening.

In order to further evaluate the channel hardening perfor-

mance, Fig. 4 demonstrates the ratio between the variance

and the mean square of the collected SNRs with increasing

numbers of RIS elements. Both simulation and experiment

results in Fig. 4 indicate that the ratio generated by the CE

algorithm and benchmarks generally keeps decreasing with

larger N , and the proposed CE algorithm remains the lowest,

e.g., for N = 152, the ratio is approximately 0.15 and

1×10−4 for simulation and for experiment, respectively, which

illustrates that the channel hardening performance of the CE

algorithm is superior to the benchmarks. Additionally, the

performance of the CE algorithm generally follows the trend

of the curve of the theoretical scaled 1/N .

C. Time Complexity

The execution time of the proposed CE and the benchmarks

is compared for N = 152, T = 15 and K = 100 as

shown in Table III, where all algorithms show a similar level

of time performance for the simulation and the experiment,

respectively. The reason is that they share the same complexity

of approximately O(TKN). For the simulation, the execution

time of the proposed CE algorithm is 49 ms, which is close to
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Fig. 4: Performance on channel hardening (variance/mean2).

the MH and the SA, and achieves nearly 20 ms faster than

the CSM. For the experiment, the execution time is given

by the overall time induced by the optimization algorithms,

which are ranging from 46 s to 48 s approximately, wherein

configuring random samples to RIS devices consumes in total

21 s, which is also decided by hardware. Although the CSM

achieves comparable SNR boost and channel hardening as

the CE algorithm, the proposed CE algorithm requires less

execution time.

TABLE III: Overall execution time for N = 152, T = 15 and
K = 100 in seconds.

Algorithms CE SA MH CSM

Simulation 0.0490 0.0453 0.0449 0.0683

Experiment 46.0229 45.6679 45.6322 48.3675

VI. CONCLUSION

This work proposes a CE optimization algorithm for the

RIS-aided communication system. It only adopts received

SNR as performance feedback and does not require CSI. Be-

sides, it is model-free and applicable to scenarios of arbitrary

channel models. Proved by simulations and experiments, the

proposed CE-based RIS optimization algorithm outperforms

the benchmarks with better end-user SNRs, while maintain-

ing similar time complexity. Additionally, the proposed CE

algorithm achieves stronger channel hardening effects than

the benchmarks, which is promising for channel stability.

Moreover, the proposed CE algorithm can be easily extended

to multi-phase RIS optimizations for broad applications. It can

be implemented in the multiuser scenario and will be studied

in the future work.
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